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Abstract
In most domains of human life, we are willing to accept that there are experts with greater knowledge and competencies that 
distinguish them from non-experts or laypeople. Despite this fact, the very recognition of expertise curiously becomes more 
controversial in the case of “moral experts”. Do moral experts exist? And, if they indeed do, are there ethical reasons for us 
to follow their advice? Likewise, can emerging technological developments broaden our very concept of moral expertise? 
In this article, we begin by arguing that the objections that have tried to deny the existence (and convenience) of moral 
expertise are unsatisfactory. After that, we show that people have ethical reasons to ask for a piece of moral advice in daily 
life situations. Then, we argue that some Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems can play an increasing role in human morality 
by becoming moral experts. Some AI-based moral assistants can qualify as artificial moral experts and we would have good 
ethical reasons to use them.
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1 Introduction

Morality is so-considered a hallmark of humanity [1]. Since 
humans are social and moral animals, we tend to consider 
others when modulating our behavior. When we are not 
entirely clear about how to act, we sometimes ask others for 
advice. But seeking advice is not as trivial as it may seem. 
It is not only the content of the advice that matters, but also 
who the adviser is. Although all typical human adults rou-
tinely make morally relevant decisions, we do not all have 
the same knowledge and skills. Thus, who are the best peo-
ple to give a piece of moral advice? Are there individuals 
better qualified to advise others on moral matters?

In most domains of human life, we are willing to accept 
that there are experts with greater knowledge and competen-
cies that distinguish them from non-experts or laypeople. 
Interestingly, this tendency creates more misgivings in the 
case of “moral experts”. The philosophical dispute over the 
existence or not of moral experts has been protracted for 

almost half a century. Since the 1970s, the very concept of 
‘moral expertise’ has increasingly been the subject of analy-
sis by a variety of authors from different ethical traditions 
[2–5]. Today this continues to be a lively debate. Are there 
any moral experts? If indeed there are, do we have ethical 
reasons to follow their advice? Likewise, can emerging tech-
nological developments broaden our very concept of moral 
expertise?

This article aims to provide a philosophical answer to the 
above questions. First, we show that the arguments that have 
tried to deny the existence of moral experts are unsatisfac-
tory. As most of the counter-arguments are refutable, we 
have no reason to believe that the existence of moral experts 
is any more controversial than in other areas such as eco-
nomics, healthcare, architecture or fitness. Second, we argue 
that seeking moral advice is a common human experience 
and that we have ethical reasons to ask for a piece of advice 
from the so-considered moral experts. Third, we think that 
the debate about moral expertise should be updated in light 
of recent developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI 
commonly refers to a set of computational technologies 
that are capable of performing tasks that would normally 
require human intelligence—such as object detection, com-
plex problem solving, language translation, or predictive 
judgements. We advance the thesis that some AI systems 
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can play an increasing role in human morality by becoming 
moral experts.

To meet those purposes, the structure of our article is 
the following. In the first section, we start by clarifying the 
concepts of ‘expertise’ and ‘moral expertise’, and some 
recurring distinctions that are often made about the latter. 
Moreover, we present the most recurrent objections against 
moral experts and show how these can be refuted. Then, in 
the second section, we analyze the ethical issues raised by 
the phenomenon of seeking moral advice and relate it to the 
controversy that surrounds moral expertise. After that, in the 
third section, we defend that some AI systems could be in 
fact considered moral experts. To narrow our argument and 
to illustrate the previous claim with a particular example, 
we focus on the AI-based Socratic Assistant (or also called 
SocrAI) devised by Francisco Lara and Jan Deckers [6, 7]. 
To conclude, we argue that SocrAI can be considered an 
artificial moral expert to whom people would have cause to 
ask for advice.

2  Moral expertise

The concept of expertise is exclusionary and restricted as 
long as it is based on a set of characteristics not possessed 
by others or possessed to a much lesser extent [8]. That is to 
say, expertise is generally acknowledged relative to a com-
parison or contrast class [4, 9]. Consider, for instance, the 
following generic definition of expertise given by Jonathan 
Matheson and colleagues:

Someone S is an expert in domain D at time T with 
respect to population P just in case S possesses an unu-
sually extensive body of knowledge in D at T and S has 
unusually extensive skills to apply that knowledge at 
T to new questions and problems compared to others 
in P [10].

Although that broad definition seems mainly uncontrover-
sial, expertise becomes a more contentious issue when it is 
applied to the moral domain. Do moral experts exist? And 
if they exist, who are they? How do we come to recognize 
them? Similarly, what arguments support its existence and 
what arguments deny it? In this section, we address these 
questions and attempt to briefly answer them by offering a 
plausible characterization of moral expertise.

To begin with, the delimitation of the salient features 
of moral expertise is challenging. It has been argued that 
moral experts are characterized by the possession of some 
skills, knowledge and values [11, 12]. These competencies 
can be moral or non-moral [3]. For instance, Peter Singer 
famously claimed that moral experts are not only acquainted 
with moral theories and moral concepts, but they also need 

to have abilities in logic, argumentation, in getting informa-
tion about concrete facts or even having more time to think 
about moral issues [2]. Singer argued that moral philoso-
phers, insofar as they generally fulfil such competencies, 
could be qualified as moral experts. Whether philosophers 
are more likely to possess moral expertise is something that 
has been widely debated and that can be accepted from dif-
ferent theoretical approaches.

Following Karen Jones and François Schroeter’s view, 
the previous Singer’s conception of moral expertise can be 
understood as an intellectualist model [13]. This model is 
based on the acquisition of knowledge of ethical theories 
and on the abilities to subsume the relevant facts to a par-
ticular controversy under those theories, especially through 
reasoning capabilities that avoid fallacies. Conversely, Jones 
and Schroeter stated that another predominant conception 
of moral expertise comes from particularist approaches 
related to virtue theory, which are based on the importance 
of moral perception and practical wisdom through habitua-
tion. As they put, according to this model, “the core capac-
ity grounding moral expertise is a capacity to discern the 
moral salience of considerations in particular contexts.” [13, 
14] Whereas both models are quite dissimilar, they do share 
two characteristics. First, both can endorse the claim that 
philosophers are more likely to be moral experts than non-
philosophers. Second, both conceptions relate to the idea 
that moral experts provide action-guiding judgments about 
particular circumstances or problems. In what follows we 
will not specifically deal with the controversy about the dif-
ferences between philosophers and non-philosophers, but 
we will rather focus on the issue of action-guiding verdicts.

A clarification is needed first with regard to the action-
guiding role of moral experts. The way we conceive of the 
function of many experts is not restricted to giving us advice 
on what concrete course of action we should take. Many 
experts do not tell us what we should do, but rather indicate 
important factors (which we may not have paid attention to) 
so that we can form a personal and autonomous decision on 
the basis of our preferences. This support in the processes 
of decision-making, as we will see in the third section, is 
central to our discussion below, since we will show that 
dialogical assistance would be an attractive function that 
artificial moral experts could fulfil from a procedural ethics 
perspective.

Having said that, there are other distinctions regarding 
moral expertise that are worth clarifying. An interesting 
distinction was addressed by Arthur Caplan and by Fran-
çois Bayles, who reflected on the differences between moral 
expertise and moral experts. [12, 15] Philosophers may have 
moral expertise as long as they have been trained to be profi-
cient in moral theories and analytical skills, but this does not 
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necessarily make them moral experts. Whereas moral exper-
tise relates to ‘know that’, moral experts also need to ‘know 
how’ [12].1 That distinction is akin to another one that dif-
ferentiates between propositional expertise from performa-
tive expertise. While propositional or descriptive expertise 
“it is constituted by knowledge that something is the case”, 
performative expertise is constituted “by knowledge of how 
to do something, that is by the superior, accomplished or 
definitive performance of some act or class of actions.” [8] 2 
In the same vein, Julia Driver claimed that there are different 
forms of moral expertise:

there are at least three distinct forms moral expertise 
can take: there is the expert judger, who does a bet-
ter job of arriving at true moral judgments, the expert 
practitioner, who acts morally well more than others, 
and the expert in moral analysis who has greater than 
normal insight into the nature of morality (in some 
respect) [9].

Holding these distinctions in mind, moral expertise does 
not seem to be an all or nothing category. It rather seems 
that it can be subjected to different degrees and sub-spec-
ifications. With this in view, we can define a moral expert 
as “someone who knows what people ought to do or is at 
least capable of helping people see more clearly (perhaps 
through questioning) what they have good moral reasons 
for doing” [17].

Thus, when we wonder if moral experts exist—it would 
be peculiar if they did not—, we also recognize experts in 
a wide variety of domains, from engineering to cooking, 
from medieval history to medicine. In fact, the arguments in 
favor of their existence found in the literature are little more 
than replies to the objections posed against it. Nevertheless, 
there have been various objections to the existence of moral 
experts. Henceforth, we highlight some of the most recurrent 
ones and show how they can be refuted.

The first objection is the Argument from the absence of 
objectivity. The apparently most destructive argument is the 
alleged lack of objectivity in the moral realm. Expertise is 
based on objective knowledge of a particular matter. Thus, 
for there to be moral experts, there should be objective moral 
knowledge [8, 17].3 Since there is no objectivity in ethics 

(i.e. no access to independent moral truths or objective 
moral facts), there cannot be moral experts. (This argument 
can also be sustained from emotivist positions in metaethics 
that claim that morality is ultimately a matter of subjective 
feelings) [3, 9, 18].4

This argument has three problems. First, it begs the ques-
tion of the lack of objectivity on ethical matters. If one does 
not accept the premise that there is no objectivity in ethics 
(as is the case with moral realists), this argument does not 
hold. Second, even if we grant subjectivism, it is still pos-
sible to have standards for ranking subjective judgements 
[8]. This can happen in disciplines such as literature, music 
or film criticism. Third, and more importantly, the initial 
premise that expertise is only limited to objective knowledge 
is highly doubtful. In other disciplines such as economics or 
genetic counselling, for instance, expertise is recognized not 
only from previous knowledge (that is not always necessarily 
related to objective truths), but also from particular skills 
[15]. Expertise in those areas depends on value judgements 
(and also on probabilistic information), and thus we do not 
expect ‘truth’ in their insights, but knowledgeable answers 
supported by good reasoning. Similarly, some have argued 
that the existence of moral experts is not related to their 
judgments being true or referring to objective moral facts, 
but rather to their ability to coherently justify their judg-
ments [19].

The second objection is the Argument from disagreement. 
There is deep disagreement within moral philosophy about 
moral matters. This disagreement about a wide range of 
moral problems suggests that non-experts should not defer 
to the normative recommendations of alleged moral experts 
[20].

This objection can be counter-argued, though. The exist-
ence of expert disagreement among moral philosophers is 
highly overrated, as in many cases the same moral conclu-
sion is reached from different moral theories [8]. Also, disa-
greements are sometimes more factual than evaluative. [9, p. 
291]. There is no more profound disagreement in ethics than 
in other areas of knowledge and there are also substantive 
agreements about great deals [8] (e.g. the impermissibility 
of causing gratuitous suffering to beings with moral status). 
Finally, acknowledging the fact that experts may disagree 
on particular issues does not necessarily imply denying the 
existence of expert judgements, though it makes it advisable 
to consult more than one, as we often do in medical or legal 
matters [11].

The third objection is the Argument from “we are all 
moral experts”. As each person has the capacities and 
the moral sense about what is right, anyone can claim to 
be a moral expert [12] pp. 73–5. Likewise, from Kantian 
philosophy, all people have the component of morality in 

1 [15] bring the distinction between ‘know that’ and ‘know how’ 
from [16]
2 [8], p. 127. However, Bruce Weinstein distinguished between 
descriptive expertise and performative expertise in more differ-
ent sense: “The descriptive expert, according to Weinstein, is able 
to make expert moral judgements about what, morally, ought to be 
done in this situation, and has the capacity to justify such judgements. 
The performative expert is able to ‘‘get it right’’ without necessarily 
having the capacity to justify the judgement or explain how he got it 
right.” [23, cited in 24].
3 Cited in [8]. 4 Cited in [3, 9]
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themselves and therefore everyone—not only those who 
have special capacities—can be moral by following the 
goodwill to respect the moral law [3]. From common-sense 
morality, moreover, it is also argued that ordinary people 
have the moral resources (the set of basic moral maxims and 
capacities to elementary judgments about right and wrong), 
which they use in their daily lives [8]. Consequently, to some 
extent “we are all ethical experts, and so effectively none of 
us are.” [21, italics in the original sentence].

The third objection can also be replied. To begin with, the 
arguments of this category have also been heavily contested, 
sometimes by pointing out the problematic relation between 
moral philosophy and common sense morality [22] and other 
times by acknowledging the role of the philosopher even 
when claiming that moral philosophy is somewhat based in 
common sense morality [8]. Also, even if we assume that we 
are all moral agents and cannot avoid making moral judge-
ments and decisions, we can still claim that some people are 
better than others in this regard [23].

The fourth and last objection is the Argument from auton-
omy and democratic liberalism. The view that every person 
has the necessary capacities to autonomously lead a moral 
life is supported by democratic liberalism [12]. The liberal 
value of autonomy entails that people must make their own 
moral judgements of how they should live their life. Hence, 
individuals should not solely follow the judgments of others 
(alleged moral experts included), but they would also need 
to autonomously decide what ought to be done [8].

The counterargument to this objection goes as follows. 
Autonomy is no more incompatible with the existence of 
experts in morals as it is in other areas (e.g. medical experts 
and patient’s autonomy). Autonomy also implies that choos-
ing an expert and following specific advice depends on each 
one of us [5]. Indeed, in the third section, we will show that 
moral experts (human or artificial) who have roles closer to 
procedural ethics can be especially respectful of autonomy.

As none of the objections seem to be categorical, we will 
accept that moral experts exist. As Matheson and colleagues 
stated, there are people who

“possess a deep understanding of the relevant facts, 
issues, and arguments—indeed the entire body of 
major scholarly literature surrounding a topic—and are 
able to use that understanding to engage new problems 
and questions about the topic. Further, some of these 
people also have the personal and communication 
skills to competently serve as advisors to families in 
need of navigating an ethical challenge in an informed 
way.” [10]

We want to underline the importance of ‘understanding’. 
Though in ordinary language ‘knowledge’ and ‘understand-
ing’ are used interchangeably, literature on epistemology 
has established useful differences between them. While 

knowledge is classically defined as justified true beliefs, 
understanding—which is not univocal—requires “seeing 
the way things fit together” [24, p. 218], the “grasping of 
explanatory and other coherence-making relationships in a 
large and comprehensive body of information” [25], or to 
“‘grasp’ or ‘see’ how the various parts of the model relate 
to one another.” [26] As is commonly recognized, exper-
tise in general [27] and moral expertise in particular [5, 10, 
13, 28–30], requires understanding in the above-mentioned 
sense.

We must next answer what reasons might prompt us to 
seek ethical advice, especially from moral experts.

3  The ethics of asking for moral advice

If moral experts who can give moral advice indeed exist, 
the next question is when and who is in need to ask for 
such advice. We understand the idea of ‘moral advice’ in a 
broad way. Moral advice is not just reduced to the kind of 
statements such as “you should do X”, but can also include 
different kinds of interactions that help us in moral deci-
sion-making processes, such as “if you hesitate between X, 
Y or Z, you should take into account A, B, or C, in order 
to make your decision”. People have reasons to follow the 
advice of moral experts in many situations [22]. To be in 
need of moral advice and to ask for it is a common human 
experience.

We all follow moral rules that serve us well in normal, 
daily life circumstances: do not lie, do not harm, keep your 
promises and so on. But there are some circumstances in 
which these moral rules are not enough. Sometimes the rules 
conflict in a particular case or one can face a situation so new 
that they are not sure which rule, if any, applies. In these 
situations, we talk about moral dilemmas or perplexities. 
Dilemmatic or perplexing situations are especially frequent 
when the topic is controversial and new situations arise. 
Moreover, there are situations in which we are too personally 
involved, too passionate or biased and, therefore, we have 
good reasons not to trust our own judgement. When one is 
in these situations, the right thing to do is to look for moral 
advice—and we could probably consider that not doing so 
is somehow morally faulty.

Once we know the “when”, it is not difficult to point to the 
“who”: all of us can be in these situations, including those 
who can be considered moral experts. This is not exclusive 
to the moral realm. Think, for instance, in medicine or law. 
Both are areas in which dilemmas or personal involvement 
are as common as in morality, and where it is not unusual for 
an expert to ask for the advice of another expert.

More peculiar to the moral realm seems to be the ques-
tion about how to identify a moral expert. After all, there 
are credentials for physicians or experts in law and there 
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seems to be not such a thing for moral experts [8]5. For 
some, moral philosophers have a good claim to be moral 
experts [2, 5], even if their expertise does not include (qua 
philosophers) the necessary knowledge of factual matters. In 
this case, their advice should be supplemented [17], as they 
have the relevant skills and knowledge, both moral and non-
moral (see above). In fact, moral philosophers are often hired 
to teach courses in medical or other professional ethics or 
are asked to join ethical committees. For others, moral phi-
losophers are better considered moral cartographers [11] or 
cannot claim exclusivity as moral experts [12], as there are 
others with similar claims [4]. Leaving the question of for-
mal qualifications aside, there are people with better claims 
to have it right in moral judgments and decisions, at least 
regarding particular areas—e.g. environmental ethics.

Some wonder how a non-expert can identify a moral 
expert in the absence of formal qualifications [10, 29], espe-
cially if some of the candidates disagree. But we do not think 
this is an insurmountable problem. If the purported experts, 
let us say moral philosophers, disagree, this is a reason to 
consult with more than one expert, as we do in medical or 
legal matters. And even if we do not think that being a moral 
philosopher is at least a partial qualification—though we 
do—we should not despair. Being a non-expert does not 
mean that you know nothing about morality and that you are 
at a loss when judging moral matters. To begin with, we all 
have a good amount of moral practice so even if we are not 
moral experts, we are not absolute laypeople either and the 
fact that we are not all experts in reasoning does not mean 
that we are unable to acknowledge a good argument. Accord-
ing to our definition, a moral expert is not someone who 
simply tells us what we should do, but someone who has the 
capacity to explain to us the reasons behind different courses 
of action. Indeed, moral experts can be identified by consid-
ering how often they answer moral questions correctly [29, 
30]6 or by looking how well other people who followed the 
advice of a particular expert are doing, including whether 
their moral lives have improved [10, 31].

The last question we want to address in this section is if 
we should follow the advice of a moral expert. For some 
authors, especially the moral philosophers, there are reasons 
“to believe that others should not lead their lives by the lights 
of moral judgments they do not themselves make” [8]—rea-
sons sustained by the value of autonomy in moral life. The 
general view is that for an action to have moral value it is 
not only necessary that the action itself is morally correct, 

but also that the agent can judge with their own reason that 
the action is indeed morally correct and that they understand 
the reason why it is correct. As we have already pointed out, 
moral autonomy is compatible with asking for moral advice, 
and this can even be the morally correct thing to do if one 
has some reason to trust somebody else in a given circum-
stance more than to trust themselves. The decision to ask for 
moral advice is, or can be, an autonomous one.

That being said, we can wonder if following the advice 
given by an expert is compatible with the value of autonomy. 
Following advice does not mean to follow it blindly. It is 
usually understood that to act morally you should not only 
know that action A is correct, but it is also necessary to know 
the reason why, as well as the relation between this set of 
reasons and the rightness of the action A. [13, 28] Our defini-
tion of a moral expert in the previous section includes their 
role in explaining the reasons for their advice. Many times, 
we are able to understand these reasons and, in these cases, 
following the advice is totally autonomous. Even so, some 
object that it is risky to ask and follow moral advice as we 
can get too used to it and that can make us “moral cripples”. 
This objection is easy to dismiss. First, it is an empirical 
claim with no empirical data to support it. Second, it could 
be the case that we, in fact, gain some moral knowledge by 
consulting a moral expert and following their advice [17].

In the literature, following and advising once you under-
stand the reasons is different from pure deference [29] or 
moral testimony [28]. Some deem this as not defensible 
from a moral perspective, since one acts on someone else’s 
judgement without understanding the reasons, and this is 
only correct for small children as they still lack the capacity 
of reason, moral or otherwise. Besides the value of moral 
understanding and the moral unworthiness of actions with-
out previously mentioned reasons we do not understand, 
some point out the need to justify our actions to others and 
the goodness of developing a virtuous character as reasons 
to object to moral deference [28]. But even this can be con-
tested [13, 17, 30]. Of course, moral deference does not 
deliver moral understanding, but even if we agree that act-
ing right is not the only important thing in morality, neither 
is moral understanding. It is difficult to deny that doing the 
right thing also counts for something. Even if one does not 
understand the reasons behind a piece of moral advice or 
when the matter is so urgent that the person simply has no 
time to consider the reasons, it could be morally wise to fol-
low the expert’s advice as long as they have good reasons to 
trust them and the decision to defer to them can be perfectly 
autonomous. Trying to increase one’s moral understanding is 
undoubtedly a morally good and wise thing to do, but when 
this is one’s only moral worry, it is as morally faulty as not 
to worry about it at all.

5 Though some authors claim that this is not completely true. See [4].
6 Provides a vivid example of someone A who tends to react on the 
spur of the moment in a way that, once he has cooled down, he him-
self considers morally wrong. This person has a friend B who reacts 
in a way that A endorses after a couple of days. We can undoubtedly 
say that A considers that B provides correct moral answers.
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4  AI‑based ethical advisors as moral experts

So far, we have argued that moral experts exist and that 
people have ethical reasons to ask for moral assistance in 
daily life situations. In this section, we advance two novel 
arguments. We shall first defend that the concept of moral 
expertise is not necessarily restricted to human beings, but 
it could also soon be applied to AI systems that meet the 
characteristics presented in the first section. Then, follow-
ing the argumentation of the second section, we claim that it 
may be ethically instructive to seek moral advice from such 
AI experts, although not in an equal way.

Firstly, in the near future, there may be AI systems that can 
be considered moral experts. AI could interact with humans 
about moral issues taking the form of conversational bots, 
voice assistants or robotic agents. In fact, the use of AI as 
an ethical advisor or moral enhancer has increasingly been 
discussed in recent times [32–34]. For instance, Alberto Giu-
bilini and Julian Savulescu tentatively suggested—though 
they did not thoroughly argue—that their proposal of the Arti-
ficial Moral Advisor could play the role of a moral expert, but 
being “an expert more informed and more capable of informa-
tion processing than any other human moral expert we trust.” 
[34, p. 177]. The preceding claim is interesting because it not 
only hints that there may be AI systems that are moral experts, 
but also that these systems may surpass human moral experts 
in some competencies. The latter question is controversial (as 
it suggests a kind of ontological superiority of AI for certain 
functions) and we will not resolve it here, so we will leave it 
open. Rather, we are more interested in convincing, below, 
that there are AI systems that could be moral experts.

To support our first assertion that there could be AI sys-
tems with moral expertise, we will focus on a more promising 
AI moral assistant that has recently been devised by Fran-
cisco Lara and Jan Deckers. This theoretical (i.e., not already 
used) model has been called the Socratic Assistant [6] or, in a 
catchier way, SocraAI [7]. SocrAI is a conversational bot (in 
principle without a robotic body) that aims to enhance human 
moral decision-making processes.7 This deliberative system 

was conceived in the wake of the moral enhancement debate 
to overcome the shortcomings of bio-enhancement propos-
als through an AI model that would develop the dialogical 
Socratic method. Although the debate of moral enhancement 
through AI is highly stimulating, we cannot fairly address it 
here.

We will focus on SocrAI because we believe it is the most 
complete and attractive AI moral assistant proposal to be 
considered a moral expert. Among the features of SocrAI, 
Lara and Deckers include providing empirical support, 
improving conceptual clarity, understanding argumentative 
logic, testing whether one’s judgement may possess ethical 
plausibility, raising awareness of personal limitations, and 
advising on how to execute one’s decisions [6]. SocrAI’s 
axiological neutrality8 would also help those assisted to 
make reflective decisions for themselves, therefore avoid-
ing the risk of becoming a moral cripple as mentioned. This 
AI voice assistant would thus guarantee the full participation 
of the user [7, p. 10]. Overall, SocrAI fulfils the moral and 
non-moral capabilities normally attributed to moral experts, 
which we have extensively discussed in the first section.9

However, Lara and Deckers have never gone so far as to 
characterize this system model as a moral expert. We believe 
that such a conception is possible—and even necessary to 
encourage future use of these AI systems to support moral 
decision-making. We believe that one possible reason why 
Lara and Deckers have not considered SocrAI as a moral 
expert is because of their intention to separate their pro-
posal from other artificial moral counsellors.10 These authors 
understand the Socratic assistant more as an instructor (in 
moral education) rather than as a counsellor. Lara and Deck-
ers’ justification is that rival models of moral assistants did 
not sufficiently protect users’ autonomy through their coun-
selling processes. Although this reason is understandable, 
we think that, if we broaden the notion of asking for advice 

7 The discussion of the technical plausibility of developing this particu-
lar AI system from an engineering or computer science perspective is rel-
evant, but beyond the scope of this article. However, the proponents give 
some general clues in this regard. According to Lara (2021), the algo-
rithms of SocrAI could be developed through a hybrid design strategy 
that combines top-down ethical principles with bottom-up learning. The 
Socratic assistant should thus be opened to learn from users’ reactions to 
update the language processing, data mining, and functional skills of the 
programme. IBM’s Project Debater (based on supervised learning algo-
rithms and which has adopted a neural network for processing natural 
language created by Google called BERT) would be a reference example 
for the algorithmic development of this dialogic assistant. The discussion 
on the technical issues of this system should be further elaborated in the 
future. The issue is important, for example, because if failures in the sys-
tem were to occur, this could degrade the quality of the moral expertise. 
We thank an anonymous reviewer for this comment.

8 To avoid misunderstanding, by ‘axiological neutrally’ we do not 
mean that AI systems in general are “neutral” technologies that are 
not imbued with values. Rather, Lara and Deckers use this expres-
sion to refer to one of the classic requirements of procedural ethics, 
namely, the absence of substantive position-taking at the normative 
level.
9 The definition of moral expert adopted in this paper is partial in 
terms of knowledge. Thus, expressions such as “deep understand-
ing” used in the first part can reasonably be considered inappropriate 
when applied to machines, especially for philosophers impressed by 
the “Chinese Room Argument”. See [35, 36]. Although this debate is 
unfortunately beyond the scope of this paper, we should remark that 
we do not claim that a machine can act morally but only that it can 
provide moral advice regardless of whether it has a deep understand-
ing in the sense claimed by Searle or not.
10 Francisco Lara has (in a personal communication) confirmed this 
fact to us.
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(as an autonomous activity that is not strictly action-guiding 
but decision-supporting), this problem would be overcome. 
Therefore, SocrAI could be considered an artificial moral 
expert which, moreover, would be less problematic in ethical 
terms than other AI virtual assistants as we shall see below.

Though the two definitions of ‘moral expert’ in the first 
section are intended to apply to humans, we believe that 
they can be used to define an AI device without necessarily 
claiming that it would be considered a person. McConnell’s 
definition tells us what we should expect from a moral 
expert, namely that “(…) is at least capable of helping peo-
ple see more clearly (perhaps through questioning) what they 
have good moral reasons for doing”. This is precisely what 
SocrAI offers. More complex, and interesting, was Mathe-
son’s definition, which tells us what characteristics an expert 
should possess in order to help us in McConnell’s sense. We 
have claimed that SocrAI has access “to the relevant facts, 
issues, and arguments” and is able to use those to “engage 
new problems and questions”, but it is debatable that an IA 
system can be said to have understanding. Terms used in 
the definitions of “understanding (“grasp” or “see”) seem to 
make reference to things that only persons can do. We do not 
need to take sides in this debate. The important thing is not 
what makes an AI system different from persons, but what 
is similar. The similarity resides in the AI system’s ability 
to point to “coherence-making relationships in a large and 
comprehensive body of information” or to the reasons why 
an action is morally wrong. When SocrAI points to some 
ambiguity in the way we are using concepts, or to faults in 
our reasoning, it does not matter if terms such as “grasp” 
or “see” are properly used or not. In any case, it helps us to 
understand these things.

One last consideration is related to the relationship 
between trusting, expertise and autonomy—which we have 
addressed in the second section. Trust is fundamental for 
deference, and we have defended that in some cases moral 
deference can be justified and compatible with autonomy. 
But this cannot be applied to an AI expert such as SocrAI, 
not because trust is a difficult topic in AI, but for a simpler 
reason. As long as SocrAI’s purpose is to provide the user 
with relevant facts and help with conceptual clarification 
and moral reasoning, it does not give pieces of advice of the 
form “you should do X” that the user could be tempted to 
defer to. Rather, SocrAI provides the user with the means to 
understand what could be considered a correct moral judge-
ment in a particular instance.

Secondly, our further claim is that people have good 
reasons to ask for ethical assistance from AI-based moral 
advisory systems. Indeed, AI has significant potential for 
the domain of counselling [37]. Moral counselling is not 
an exception. If seeking advice is part and parcel of our 
socio-moral lives, as we have argued in the previous sec-
tion, AI expert systems may play a role in our demand for 

moral counsel. Moreover, if AI ethical advisors become 
widespread in the future—for example, through their inclu-
sion in smartphone apps—, it may even become an everyday 
activity to seek advice from such artificial moral experts. 
However, we believe that this possibility is not unproblem-
atic. Not every type of system would be equally desirable in 
ethical terms.

The AI ethical advisors proposed by Savulescu & 
Maslen [32] and Giubilini & Savulescu [34] can be objected 
to on the grounds of the passivity to which they relegate 
users. In their proposals, users were rather passively receiv-
ing the advice (or even the verdict on the course of action) 
from the AI—even if it originated from the users’ own val-
ues. In contrast, SocrAI allows the advice process to be a 
two-way street. The Socratic assistant is based on the active 
flow of arguments between the AI and the user. In our opin-
ion, these characteristics would make this system ethically 
more desirable than the other proposed models for at least 
two reasons. Firstly, the fact that the very act of asking for 
counselling takes place through a dialogical process not only 
makes it ethically more instructive, but it also attributes a 
leading role to the autonomy of each user. The user is the 
one who will make their own decisions (hopefully) based on 
the reasons that they have found to be the best in their dialec-
tical exchange with the intelligent assistant. Secondly, this 
autonomy is reinforced by the axiological neutrality of the 
system. SocrAI enhances the procedural aspects of decision-
making, without privileging any substantive ethical posi-
tion. In consequence, two of the most prominent objections 
to moral expertise—the argument from disagreement and 
the argument from autonomy—are again surmounted. The 
Socratic assistant is an artificial moral expert that preserves 
the core value of autonomy and that respects the fact that 
users may hold different normative values.

All in all, thinking about the possible characteristics and 
functioning of these AI advisory models is important. This 
task should be carried out now, given that they are proposals 
whose future developments we still have time to modify. In 
any case, uncritical deference to these systems (even to the 
most optimal) would be undesirable. In our view, we must 
promote expert systems that respect the autonomy of users 
and manipulate as little as possible. If we were to achieve 
this, artificial moral experts would be beneficial assistants 
to form our own moral judgements in the most reflective and 
unbiased way. Moreover, in the case of SocrAI, Francisco 
Lara points out that the use of this system could have a moti-
vating effect in translating our moral judgements into prac-
tice: “the motivational force of the decisions will increase 
even more as the individual considers that such decisions are 
the result of a demanding learning process in which it was 
constantly necessary to debate with an expert.” [7, p. 21].

To summarize, some AI moral assistants could be consid-
ered moral experts. As long as AI-based advisory systems 
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may become a salient phenomenon in the future, we should 
be concerned about the characteristics of these expert sys-
tems. SocrAI would be one of those to whom we would have 
good reason to turn to for moral advice.

5  Conclusion

We can all find ourselves in circumstances where we do not 
know what we should do from a moral point of view. Thus, 
we can all benefit from receiving a good piece of moral 
advice. In the first part of this paper, we have concluded 
in favor of the existence of the so-called moral experts and 
adopted a definition that we find compelling. In the second 
part, we have defended that when we are in morally trou-
bling circumstances, looking for (and often following) moral 
advice, far from being antithetical to morality, is the morally 
right thing to do. Finally, in the third part, we have claimed 
that some AI systems, especially SocrAI, could fill the role 
of a moral expert.

Being at a loss to know what to do from a moral point 
of view may not be so common as needing assistance to 
arrive at our favorite vacation destination (or is it?). How-
ever, ethical disorientation is much more worrisome. The 
consequences of getting it wrong are far more serious. If we 
are willing to use a GPS, we have all the reason to welcome 
the possibility of SocrAI, a moral compass that can dialogi-
cally guide us on the winding routes of morality.
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